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Voss: Mechanisierung der Wegfullarbeit im Anthrazitbergbau der Dauphine
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Die Aufgaben des Kohlenbergbaus der UdSSR im 11. Funfjahrplan

Sammelliste «Gurtförderer - Zubehör»

Vols - und Energiewirtschaft

Mohnfeid: Die Weltenergieremarkte zwischen Entspannung und Strukturwandeln

Lang: Chancen und Probleme bei der Nutzung der Sonnenenergie
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Recht (m Bergbau

Anfechtung einer Betriebsplanzulassung


Schwarting u. a.: Untertageeierprobung eines Grawinnungsverfahrens mit Hochdruckwasserstrahlen

Klein: Die Schachtbaumaßnahmen beim Selby Proiekt

Stoppa: Eine universelle Schwachgas Absaugungsanlage

von Treskow: Grubengas, Grubenktima und WetterfOhrung im Steinkohlenbergbau

Klinkenberg: Die Bergbauwissenschaft und die Aachener Bergbauabteilung
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Wirtschaftsstatistik - Energiewirtschaft und Eisenindustrie Jan. bis Juni 1981

Recht im Bergbau

Keine unbegrenzte Fortdauer der Bergaufschlach

24 Technik und Betrieb 17 Dez. 1981
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Carr: Automatische Reinigung von Koksofentüren mit Hochdruckwasserstrahlen
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1340 Sulfur From Surface Ores
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George Wilson
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1461 Predicting the Effect of Physical Conditions on Productivity In Underground Coal Mines
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1591 Available Software
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25 A CASE FOR ONE OR TWO - UNIT COAL MINES
   William P. Baiaz and James W. Boyd

29 WHITE PINE SEPARATES SAFETY AND MSHA COMPLIANCE FUNCTIONS
   Orville E. Anderson

35 TRANSPORTATION OF WESTERN COAL
   Norman M. Lorentzsen

38 STRATEGIC BUSINESS PLANNING IN THE MINING INDUSTRY
   Milton Stern

43 ENERGY EFFICIENCY CONSIDERATIONS IN IRON ORE PELLETIZING
   John S. Wakeman and Robert D. Frans

53 RIO BLANCO PROJECT
   J. B. Miller

57 QUICK CALCULATION OF CIRCULATING LOAD AND CLASSIFIER EFFICIENCY IN OPEN GRINDING CIRCUITS
   Adam Zenker

SPECIAL

Volume 67 Number 6 May 1981

ARTICLES

19 PRODUCTIVITY AND SAFETY IN U.S. BITUMINOUS COAL MINES
   Michael G. Zabetakis

22 MINE FINANCING IN CHANGING TIMES
   Edward L Vickers

27 NEW COAL EXPORT FACILITY AT BALTIMORE
   David D. Eyer

40 OPEN PIT MINING AT SYNCRUDE OIL SANDS PUNTS
   Bruce O. Regensburg

Volume 67 Number 6 June 1981

ARTICLES

17 SILVER AND GOLD RECOVERY FROM LOW - GRADE RESOURCES
   Gene E. McClelland and S. D. Hill

25 A CASE FOR ONE OR TWO - UNIT COAL MINES
   William P. Baiaz and James W. Boyd

29 WHITE PINE SEPARATES SAFETY AND MSHA COMPLIANCE FUNCTIONS
   Orville E. Anderson

35 TRANSPORTATION OF WESTERN COAL
   Norman M. Lorentzsen

38 STRATEGIC BUSINESS PLANNING IN THE MINING INDUSTRY
   Milton Stern

43 ENERGY EFFICIENCY CONSIDERATIONS IN IRON ORE PELLETIZING
   John S. Wakeman and Robert D. Frans

53 RIO BLANCO PROJECT
   J. B. Miller

57 QUICK CALCULATION OF CIRCULATING LOAD AND CLASSIFIER EFFICIENCY IN OPEN GRINDING CIRCUITS
   Adam Zenker

SPECIAL

Volume 67 Number 6 June 1981

ARTICLES

19 PRODUCTIVITY AND SAFETY IN U.S. BITUMINOUS COAL MINES
   Michael G. Zabetakis

22 MINE FINANCING IN CHANGING TIMES
   Edward L Vickers

27 NEW COAL EXPORT FACILITY AT BALTIMORE
   David D. Eyer

40 OPEN PIT MINING AT SYNCRUDE OIL SANDS PUNTS
   Bruce O. Regensburg

Volume 67 Number 6 June 1981

ARTICLES

19 PRODUCTIVITY AND SAFETY IN U.S. BITUMINOUS COAL MINES
   Michael G. Zabetakis

22 MINE FINANCING IN CHANGING TIMES
   Edward L Vickers

27 NEW COAL EXPORT FACILITY AT BALTIMORE
   David D. Eyer

40 OPEN PIT MINING AT SYNCRUDE OIL SANDS PUNTS
   Bruce O. Regensburg
43 MOBILE EQUIPMENT SYSTEMS FOR DRAGLINE PREBENCHING
    William L. Williams

SPECIAL

29 NATIONAL MINERAL POLICY

46 SANTINI INTRODUCES NATIONAL MINERAL SECURITY ACT

47 NATIONAL MINERAL SECURITY

Volume 67 Number 7 July 1981

ARTICLES

21 BUREAU OF MINES NEW STOPPING DESIGNS — AN UPDATE
    Edward D. Thimons and Fred N. Kissell

25 THE DECISION TO MAKE A MINING INVESTMENT IN A DEVELOPING COUNTRY: SOME CRITICAL ISSUES
    Raymond F. Mikeselew

29 ENTRY DEVELOPMENT FOR LONGWALL MINING
    Lynn W. Huntsman and Douglas C. Pearce

37 SEALING AN UNDERGROUND MINE IN PENNSYLVANIA
    Laurance A. Beck

48 A REVIEW OF VERTICAL CRATER RETREAT MINING
    Gordon K. Jorgenson

53 USE OF DOUBLE BELT FILTER PRESS IN COAL PROCESSING
    Thomas M. Lynberg

33 AMERICA NEEDS A NEW BEGINNING
    Secretary of the Interior James Watt

57 COAL CONVENTION REPORT

60 COAL CONVENTION RECEPTION

64 COAL CONVENTION SESSIONS
    Volume 67 Number 8 August 1981

ARTICLES

19 ACID RAIN — AN OVERVIEW
    Ralph M. Perhac

23 GOLD AND SILVER AS STORES OF VALUE
    Simon D. Strauss

31 PERFORMANCE OF NEW REFUSE SCALPER
    Christopher Staud and Lowell Hess

41 PREDICTING RETURN TO WORK AFTER MEDICAL REMOVAL REQUIRES B HEALTH STANDARDS
    Donald R. Lynam and Kenneth W. Nelson

45 A COMPARISON OF AMERICAN SAFETY PERFORMANCE TO OTHER COUNTRIES
    Robert L. Marovelli

52 ENGINEERING ASPECTS OF PRECIOUS METALS PLANT DESIGN
    Robert S. Shoemaker

56 CONTINUOUS HAULAGE AT LANCASHIRE NO. 24 MINE
    Paul T. Hatcher

SPECIAL

7 AMC RECLAIMATION TECHNOLOGY FIELD TRIP

36 SILVER STOCKPILE LEGISLATION COLLIDES WITH BUDGET RECONCILIATION

40 SPRING CREEK MINE DEDICATED BY NERCO

Volume 67 Number 9 September 1981

ARTICLES

23 REED GRASS AND SLURRY POND RECLAMATION
    Jack R. Nawrot Michael L. Fuson and Douglas M. Dawning

29 OPTIMIZING LONGWALL MOVE TIME
    Jon E. Pavlovtch and Charles J. Williamson
36 THE STRUCTURE OF TRANSPORTATION IN IMPROVING MARKETING OF UNITED STATES COAL EXPORTS
William W. Mason

40 CROSS - PIT CONVEYOR AND END - AROUND - CONVEYOR CONTINUOUS MINING SYSTEMS
K. L. Barden, T. I. Flies and P. J. Gilewicz

53 ENERGY RESOURCE UTILIZATION IN THE PACIFIC BASIN COUNTRIES
Irving Leibson

SPECIAL

31 SEN. HATCH INTRODUCES MINE SAFETY AND HEALTH REFORM ACT

33 INTERVIEW WITH SEN. ORRIN HATCH

45 1961 MINING CONVENTION

64 PRESIDENT WILL SEEK CLEAN AIR ACT EXTENSION

65 MAJOR DEFICIENCIES OF CLEAN AIR ACT DOCUMENTED IN NEW INDEPENDENT STUDY

Volume 67 Number 10 October 1981

ARTICLES

19 TRUCKS VERSUS HIGH -ANGLE CONVEYOR HAULAGE IN OPEN PIT MINES
Eart M. Frizzell, Andrew C. SimInerio and Ernst A. Mevissen

27 DEEP CUT REMOTE CONTROL MINING
Travis S. Wellman

81 RELEASE OF RADON - 222 FROM DEVELOPMENT DRILLING OF URANIUM
Lyda W. Hersloff

33 STRATEGIC PLANNING IN THE COAL INDUSTRY
Forrest E. Hill

39 GREENHOUSES WITHOUT WINDOWS
Carol R. Sheppard

46 FREEZE-TREATING FIVE MILLION TONS OF COAL
M. Allan Holtz and H. Bracken Cox

55 HEALTH EFFECTS OF RESPIRABLE COAL MINE DUST : COAL WORKERS' PNEUMOCONIOSIS
Joseph P. Costantino

SPECIAL

54 SENTINELS OF SAFEY WINNERS

Volume 67 Number 11 November 1981

ARTICLES

19 EXPORTS AND THE ANTITRUST LAWS : PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS
Kermit W. Almstedt

27 COMPUTERS — A PRACTICAL TOOL FOR MINE PLANNING AND OPERATION
Manouchehr Efamian

31 DEFENSE PRODUCTION ACT FUNDING RECEIVES BI - PARTISAN SUPPORT

57 ONE MINE’S APPROACH TO SAFETY TRAINING
J. R. Wilcox

65 EFFECTIVE OPERATION OF AN EXPORT DEVELOPMENT PLAN
William A. Walmsley

69 PROS AND CONS OF HYDROMETALURGY
Joe B. Rosenbaum

74 COST OF THE BLACK LUNG PROGRAM
George E. Newmeyer
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ARTICLES

12 CATERPILLAR MARKS HALF CENTURY OF PRODUCING DIESEL ENGINES

20 THE CEMENT INDUSTRY IN THE YEAR 2000
Richard E. Reuss

25 HEAVY MEDIA PROCESSING OF ILLINOIS NO. 5 SEAM COAL

Bob M. Grimm and J. Todd Lawton

31 STATUS OF THE COPPER INDUSTRY
Louis M. Perlman

34 OUTLOOK FOR THE DOMESTIC FERROALLOY INDUSTRY
George A. Watson

37 ROOF CONTROL AT REPUBLIC'S KITT MINE
Charles Burggraf

43 STATE OF THE U.S. URANIUM INDUSTRY
Eugene A. Lang

46 AMC SUPPORTS NATIONAL MINERAL SECURITY ACT AND USE OF DEFENSE PRODUCTION ACT SPECIAL
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January 1982

Funds for Tomorrow 3
Panorama 5

Gold Fields’ S.A. coal mine; Lithium project in Chile; New Quebec Cu producer; Archaeo - Metallurgy in israel; Earth Sciences museum in Arizona.
World Highlights

Orchard Volley Mine
A modern underground coal mining operation in Colorado is described, with particular reference to environmental factors.

Sydvaranger’s New Mill
A large grinding mill with peripheral motor has started up successfully at this Norwegian iron ore producer’s plant.

Flotation Machines
A review of current types of flotation equipment from mechanical cells to items utilising new ideas.

Nickel Resource Analysis
A survey, with discussion, of the Western World’s nickel producers.

Mining Survey
Introduction, 67; Analysis by size, 68; Current operations, 69; New Projects and expansions, 78.

Books
Tunnelling history and techniques; Manual for prospectors; Tailings dam construction.

Products and Processes
Aptitude test for dragline operators; Computer program for strip mine planning; New wheel loader; Vibrating feeders; Winning headframe design.

Briefly from Industry
Ural mine planners report…; Approval tests on conveyor belts; High-capacity French coal faces; Advantages of back-actors

Digest
Soviet methods for controlling open pit blasting dust; Outlook for manganese nodule mining — many technical and economic obstacles still have to be overcome.

February 1981

Panorama
Australia’s largest tin mine?; Kolar Gold Fields centenary; Falconbridge to undertake Kilembe feasibility studies; Further important South African gold mine plans; Rundle could be producing oil from shale by 1990.

World Highlights

Lanigan
Expansion plans at this Division of the Potash Corporation of Saskatchewan are well in hand. A ten-year development plan is described in detail.

Lodève
Operations at this new opencast/underground uranium mine in southern France with details of mining equipment and methods in use and a brief account of processing.

Exploration drill rigs
A detailed look at the wide variety of exploration drill rigs currently available and factors governing choice of equipment to get what is best suited to the job in hand.

Construction Equipment ’81
Britain’s most important exhibition of construction equipment offers much of interest to the mining engineer. Some of the more interesting exhibits are briefly previewed.

Books
Glossary of geology; Guide to the London Metal Exchange; Bibliography of U.S.S.R. resources; Limits to manual force.

Products and Processes
Digitised Landsat data — a useful aid to mineral exploration work.

Digest
Soviet methods for controlling open pit blasting dust; Outlook for manganese nodule mining — many technical and economic obstacles still have to be overcome.
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Go-ahead for Detour Lake gold mine; South Australian uranium deposit to be mined by in-situ leaching; Jordan's phosphate, potash and oil shale plans; Renewed activity at Lake MacLeod.

Operations at this major Australian source of manganese are described in detail, from mining and processing to land restoration.

A survey of the current models available of this extremely useful machine, with new trends examined.

A look at this country's copper industry—the largest in Europe.

Successful reclamation depends on control of metal dispersal.

The manganese mines of North Wales; Uranium evaluation and mining techniques; Correspondence.

Thin seam coal mining; Coal handling at Selby; Exploration drill rigs; Benefits from Split Set roof stabilisers; U. K. company gains major roof support orders.

Pilot scale tests at BRGM; The Lisakovskyl mining complex; Pilot scale ball mill grinding.

New South African fluorspar mine; Falconbridge Dominicana re-equipment; South Australian coal plans; Gag Island nickel project—outlook not promising.

Detailed technical description of the open pit/underground copper/cobalt producer in Zambia.

Copper mine, mill and smelter expansion plans over the next few years within this important Chilean group.

The design of bucket wheels for tar sand mining must take into account the harsh operating conditions.

Plans for mining an important iron ore deposit at Wadi Shattl.

Small electro-hydraulic drill rigs; Ceramic lined pipe; PGM exhaust catalysts for Japan; New bulldozer and wheel loader; Removing clay in coal waste processing.

Complex sulphide ores; Coal information sources and data bases; Introduction to rock mechanics.

Driving a 5% km ramp at Gaysky mine, U.S.S.R.; Use of undercharged blastholes in tunnelling.
Quot homines...

**Panorama** 359
Go-ahead for Alaskan moly mine; Beneath the sillat Premier diamond mine; Aluminium's role In New Zealand plans; Remote Canadian gold mine uses air transport.

World Highlights 367
Beneath the sillat Premier diamond mine; Aluminium's role In New Zealand plans; Remote Canadian gold mine uses air transport.

**PROMIS** 390
A computer-based Mine Production Management Information System developed by Anglo American Corp.'s Gold and Uranium Division in South Africa is described.

Initiating explosives 396
Some Interesting methods of instating blasting explosives have been developed in recent years.

Armico 404
Multi Arab government owned company channels oil revenue into mine projects.

Books 406
Uranium — a strategic source of energy; Blasting operations; Mining In Cornwall, 1850-1960.

**Products and Processes** 410
Export orders boost for U.K. longwall equipment; Giant wheel loader for tar sands; Microprocessor receiver facilitates geophysical surveys; New 4.5 yd³ hydraulic excavator.

Briefly from Industry 414
Recent Soviet hydraulic excavators for opencast mining; Use of vibrational ore feeders at a Caucasian molybdenum mine.

**Panorama** 431
Further moves towards development of Cerro Colorado, Panama; Equity — B.C.'s latest silver mine; Chanarcillo, Chile — a 'museum' makes money; World's largest gold mine; Tambao manganese deposit. Upper Volta.

World Highlights 439
Duvha 444
Operations at this huge opencast coal mine near Witbank, South Africa.

**Sierra Rutile** 458
West Africa's major new TiO₂ operation builds up output.

Manufacturers' Associations 469
A number of organisations assist in promoting mining equipment sales and exports.

Caraiba Metais 483
Brazil's first large copper mine recently inaugurated.

**Lab Separator** 489
Good correlation has been found between a lab separator and commercial tables.

Bergbau '81 490
A detailed look at what many exhibitors will be showing In Düsseldorf.

**High Moor** 513
A variety of trackless equipment is employed at a colliery in England.

Geothermal Energy in Iceland 543
How Iceland obtains one-third of its energy needs.

Books 549
The geology of the Western Cordillera of northern Peru; The world tin industry — supply and demand.

**Products and Processes** 551
Exploration with versatile rigs; Min-Sys information system; Handling/crushing plant for Australia.
Briefly from Industry 557
Digest 564

July 1981

Who needs consultants? 3
Panorama
Pinson : new open pit gold mine in Nevada; Mantos Blancos, Chilean Cu mine, stars up new sulphide flotation plant; U.S.S.R. coal industry production plans; Solution mining method to be used for Wyoming trona ore.

World Highlights 13
Venezuelan iron ore 18
The mines of C.V.G. Ferrominera Orinoco produced 16 Mt in 1980. Their operations are described, including the use of an effective truck/train loading system.

Cornwall Tin 28
New mineral processing equipment has brought benefits to Cornwall’s tin mines.

Richards Bay 30
South Africa’s major coal export terminal.

C.V.G. 34
Regional development in the Guayana region of eastern Venezuela based on natural resources: iron ore, steel, aluminium, hydropower and, in the future, bauxite.

Book 42
The world of diamonds; Mining and regional development; Rock bolting — a practical handbook.

Products and Processes 46
Brown coal expansions in Poland; Wear resistant pipelines; Opencast equipment demand Cable Belt at prince of Wales; Successful coal screening; Crushing plant for Sri Lanka; Simulated batch filtration.

Briefly from Industry 53
Digest 58
Range of Soviet mining drill rigs, Optimising blasthole layout in burn cuts.

August 1981

Environmental exaggerations 71
Panorama 73
Progress on sub-vertical shafts at Mufulira, Zambia; Australia’s Condor oil shale deposit may be first; The Farallon Negro deposits, Argentina; The Aga Khan — an Australian emerald mine.

World Highlights 79
S. A. Chrome 84
Chromite mining and ferro-chrome production by Samancor in South Africa.

Crushers 94
A summary of the types of crushing equipment used in the mining industry, with emphasis on new concepts and new machines.

Mining the Red Sea 114
Successful completion of pre-pilot trial mining of metalliferous mud at a depth of 2,000 m is to be followed by a pilot scale test. Published reports on the project are summarised.

Molymet 126
Over 7% of the Western World’s molybdenum is handled by this Chilean metallurgical plant with valuable by-product rhenium.

Books 123
World mineral trends and U.S. supply problems; Gold and silver cyanidation plant practice — Vol. II; Most splendid of men.

Products and Processes 130
Seize resistant bearings in mining conveyors.
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Briefly from Industry

Digest

Blueprints for Soviet mining machinery; Intensification of stripping operations—the Russian way.

September 1981

...With Safety

Panorama

Amax Phosphate’s «Big 4» expansion; Progress at Jwaneng diamond mine; Welsh gold mining—small but romantic; A bauxite project in Ghana; More diamonds—news from Guinea and Western Australia; Sydvaranger starts new mill.

World Highlights

Chilean Nitrate Mining

What may be the world’s most widespread mine wins mineral wealth from the world’s most arid desert.

Large Scale Underground Mining

The author explains why there are few large-scale underground mines as compared with open pits, compares costs and proposes a new large-scale underground mining method.

Mobile Mining Equipment

A summary of results from a worldwide survey of underground mobile equipment, including information and comment from mine managements.

Iberian Iron Ore

The industry’s role in the national economy, with a look at future prospects.

Books

Ore microscopy and ore petrography; Reflections on an era; Of minerals and man.

Products and Processes

Bergbau 81— how it went; Air conditioning system in F.R.G. mine; Mining complex near the North Pole; New 9m³ tractor shovel; Tunnel boring at President Steyn; Growing trees underground.

Detailed from Industry

Digest

New abrasion-resistant materials; Shaft sinking by freezing in Poland; Trackless mining at F.R.G. colliery.

October 1981

Readers’ comments

Panorama

Coal in Czech energy plans; Quebec’s newest gold producer; Indonesian tin dredge overcomes bearing trouble; Expansion on course at Avino’s Mexican silver mine; First production due this month from Ranger.

World Highlights

Stigfngfleet

A.U.K. shaft sinking record was set recently at this site, one of the mines in the major Selby coal project.

Remote Sensing the Literature

Collecting distributed data for databases is expensive; an assessment of the extent to which online searching of bibliographic services can cut this cost is presented.

The Role of Banks

Banks have an increasingly important role to play in mining projects. The article discusses ways they can help with funding.

Ore Reserve Assessments

In planning a sampling programme, it is imperative to be aware of all factors which might influence the reliability of the data derived from it.

Asian Mining 81

Papers to be presented and who will
be showing equipment at this important mining event.

Products and Processes 313
Concreting of underground roadways at Climax, U.S.A.: Mineral processing equipment, Three-phase winder drives
Briefly from Industry 320

Books 324
Wear in slurry pipelines; Coal in Britain; The world aluminium industry

Digest
Planning a new underground mine at Mittersill, Austria; Use of a minicomputer for telemetry at Lens, France.

November 1981

Mining in France 337
Panorama 341
Beisa — the new O.F.S. uranium/gold producer; A. mine financing milestone; Elura shaft is multi purpose, etc.
World Highlights 349
Anglade 356
Tungsten mining at Salau in the Pyrenees mountains.
PUK's mining activity 365
Bauxite and fluorspar mining by this organisation.
Charbonnages de France 375
The coal mining industry in France tackles a variety of conditions.
IMETAL/Penarroya 386
A summary of activities of this multinational company.
Drilling and roof bolting 389
Methods and rigs employed at iron ore and uranium mines.

December 1981

After Cancun, what? 447
Panorama 449
Thailand's largest underground mine; Fraser — a new nickel mine in Ontario; BHP, Australia, outlines ambitious coal plans
World Highlights 455
Mantos Blancos 458
After mining, leaching and smelting oxide copper ore for twenty years, Mantos Blancos has this year added a flotation plant for sulphides found in depth.
Norwegian quarry 472
The possibility of large-scale mining of anorthosite in Norway for export markets is considered.
Conveyor belts 475
Belting itself is a major cost item in a conveyor operation, as is its failure. Investigations aimed at improved availability are described.
Appalachian coal 484
Mining methods and equipment for steep slopes and mountain tops.

Mines de Potasse d'Alsace 395
Potash mining and processing in France
Sacilor 397
Mining iron ore in the Lorraine basin.
BRGM and Cerchar 401, 402
Investment and research
Consultants and manufacturers 404
Books 431
La fracturation des roches; A concise history of mining, etc.
Briefly from Industry 432
Digest 437
Energy consumption in non-ferrous metals production.
Synfuels
A review of the current status of methods and projects in the «synthetic» fuels industry.

Books
Australian mining, minerals and oil, 1981; Mineral processing, volume 1, fundamentals — comminution, sizing and classification.

Products and Processes
Dry mix shotcreting — recent developments and tests; Japanese 120 t mechanical drive dump truck; Mine gas as source of energy, Shifting difficult tin-bearing ore; Trials of bidirectional coal auger.

Briefly from Industry
New Soviet ventilator for open pits; Filter presses lower moisture content of pipeline-transported Cu concentrates.

WORLD COAL

January 1981 / Volume 1, Number 1

FEATURES
Face Ends Symposium and Exhibition by J.R. Chadwick 18
South Africa's Matla Mining Complex by P. Doerell 20
New Development In Shaft Signalling by J.R. Chadwick 23
Turkey's Brown Coal Potential by M. Çetinçelik and E. Tuncali 24
West Virginia's First Hydraulic Shovel by S.J. Schneiderman 26

February 1981 / Volume 1, Number 2

FEATURES
INTERNATIONAL GUIDE 19
HYDRAULIC EXCAVATORS

Global Seaborne Coal Trade to Grow by P.E. Doerell 27
«On-the-Miner» Roof Bolting in Australia by J. Sleeman 29

March/April 1981 / Volume 7, Number 3

FEATURES
Exxon's Coal Liquefaction Plant by S.J. Schneiderman 40
Coal Technology Show by S.J. Schneiderman 43
Pressure Gasification in Czechoslovakia 47
Coal Technology Europe 49
Zimbabwe's Cool Reserves by J.R. Chadwick 50
Thin Seam Mining by S.J. Schneiderman 52
Thick Seam Mining In Czechoslovakia by Z. Matusek, J. Dlouhy, Z. Bauch, & P. Korczynski 56
Coal Preparation In China by Chen Zhao-ning 58

May/June 1981 / Volume 7, Number 4

FEATURES
Semi-mobile Crushers by W. Rixen & K.J. Benecke 52
Mining Vertical Seams in France by S.J. Schneiderman 56

MADENCİLİK, MART - HAZİRAN 1981 107
Mexican Coal Use by H. De Luna, F. Elizondo, & R. Rodriguez 58
Bergbau ’81 68
Australia’s New Coal Mine 7
Coal Prices Going Up by P.E. Doerell 74
Zimbabwe Mine Keeps Growing by J.R. Chadwick 86
Stabilizing Preparation Plant Tailings by L.I.D. Llewellyn 90
Hydraulic Rotary Percussion Drilling by T. Sealy 104
Soviet Surface Mining by T. Sealy 104
Brown Coal Prep by H. Bleckmann, W. Sitte, & H. Kellerwessel 106
Monitoring Methane Gas Explosions 109

July/August 1981 / Volume 7, Numbers 5

FEATURES
Coal’s Strong Future In Canada by G.T. Page 40
Canadian Coal Reserves by Dr. M.L. Jeremic 42
Coal Transportation by W. Van Hinte 45
BC Coal’s Sparwood Operations by S.J. Schneiderman 48
Expansion Underway at Fording by S.J. Schneiderman 52
Prairies’ Mine Mouth Power Plants by S.J. Schneiderman 58
Synfuels in Canada by P.J. Read 61
Developments In Northeast British Columbia by G. Kedgley 64
Coal Exports and Markets by J.A. Aylsworth & R.P. Mulvihill 67
Mining In Eastern Canada by A.R. MacLean 70
Coal Preparation Practices by W. Irwin 74

September/October 1981 / Volume 7, Number 6

FEATURES
Modular Coal Preparation Plants by R.E. Dunkle & J. Luna 41
Coal Tech Europe ’81 by P. Doerell 44
Bergbau ’81 by R.J. Wyllie 56
El Cerrejon Moving Ahead by S.J. Schneiderman 58
German Creek Coal Mine by L.A. Lyons 66
1981 Coal Trade Summit by S.J. Schneiderman 68
Coal Preparation Congress Preview 70

November/December 1981 / Volume 7, Number 7

NATIONAL REVIEWS
United States : Golden Opportunity by R.E. Samples 84
Poland’s Labor Problems Reduce Production by M. Swiss 87
Production Down in Soviet Union but Increases Forcast 88
China’s Coal Industry Being Adjusted by Bai Xingji 90
Canada’s Coal Industry Continues to Grow
by J.A. Aylsworth 92

South Africa’s Coal Industry Keep Growing 94

Coal Most Secure Energy for West Germany
by Dr. K. Bunda 96

Production Up In the United Kingdom 98

Coal Industry Expands in Australia
by L.A. Lyons 100

FEATURES

Coal Trade Up in 1980
by G. Markon 43

World Coal Production 50

Exporter’s Directory 59

Recent Trends in Coal Preparation
by R.E. Zimmerman 78

1981 Feature Index 108